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Android: Skyfire's marquee feature is to convert Flash videos on the servers and send them back for your Android viewing pleasure. But this alternative browser also switches between full and mobile sites on the fly, offers pinch-to-zoom feature, and runs on WebKit.Skyfire 2.0 is labeled as a
beta release for Android, but it doesn't seem as obstructed or buggy as some other alternative browsers we've tested (and usually haven't posted about). It's built on the same WebKit back-end as Android's own browser, and Mobile Safari on iPhones, so it makes pages accurate and
smooth. The main feature, however, is to convert Flash-based video to H.264 streaming content on Skyfire's servers, then direct back to your phone. This usually works, sometimes not, and every so often seems to lead to a crash. Still, it's a fun work-around for videos you really want to
watch, if you're not waiting for (or probably won't receive) the Android 2.2 update with Flash 10.1.Andy Rubin, the project lead on Google's Android phone OS, told the New York Times in an interview... Read moreSkyfire's also has a handy switcher between full and mobile formatted
versions of a site, and uses Skyfire's servers for other background processing to speed things up. It is a free download for Android phones, with Skyfire 1.5 also available on Windows Mobile and Nokia phones. G/O Media can be a commissionskyfire (Android) [via Slashdot] I can already
feel the buttons tapping and clicking under my fingertips. The BlackBerry Priv is now up for pre-order and we expect a November 6 release date, which is less than a few weeks away. Many of us are excited about this phone, so it's always good to see the company revealing new details.
BlackBerry is getting ready for this epic launch and couldn't wait to upload multiple stock apps to the Google Play Store.This happens to be great news, as it suggests BlackBerry is following the right steps to become a successful Android smartphone manufacturer. If you put all your
inventory apps in the Google Play Store, you no longer have to wait for whole firmware updates to receive small application updates. The manufacturer can simply have them updated through the Play Store, something many of the larger manufacturers have adopted. That's really the only
good news about this, though. Of course, you can't really download these apps to another smartphone out there now. All you do is look at them. Those who want to do so can do so by clicking through the links below. BlackBerry Priv apps: In case you've been living under a rock for the past
few months, Priv is the first BlackBerry Android device. Yes, it will be one of those acclaimed physical blackberry features. But that's not the only tantalizing part; the phone happens very promising in many other aspects. Wrapped in a Qualcomm Snapdragon Snapdragon processor, 3GB of
RAM, 32GB of internal storage, support for microSD cards, an 18MP rear camera, a 2 MP front shooter and a hefty 3410 mAh battery. Not bad, right? Did any of you sign up to buy one of these? Hopefully we'll get to play with all these apps soon enough! Read more:Tagged: GoogleGoogle
Play StoreBlackBerry A few months ago we were told that video autoplay functionality was coming to the Google Play Store. Now, thanks to Android Police, we know that the feature should be rolled out soon. The update was initially expected to come in September, but it looks like Google
is only getting started. Since its redesign a few months ago, the Google Play Store has seen some pretty significant usability improvements. It added support for dark mode in Android 10, it announced future support for an incognito mode and is now offering a new reward program. Adding
video autoplaying to the Play Store isn't necessarily a step back, but it certainly won't have the same fanfare many of its other recent updates. Related: Mario Kart Tour vs Brawl Stars: Vote in the Play Store Users' Choice Awards 2019If you're someone who doesn't like videos that
automatically play in the browser, you'll probably hate it in the Play Store, too. Fortunately, it seems that Google is also adding the ability to disable it. Once you receive the update, you should be able to do so by opening the Google Play Store and navigating to Settings and then
automatically playing videos. Here you select Auto-play videos at any time, Auto-play videos over Wi-Fi only or Don't play videos automatically. The video autoplay feature hasn't come to the Play Store on our devices yet, so we haven't been able to test it yet. Once it happens, you better
believe that many of us will switch off as soon as we can. Autoplaying videos are one of the internet's most annoying practices, consuming a lot of data and system resources. Google introduced the feature on the Play Store a few months ago, but it's apparently allowing users across the
board to fore. You'll find auto-playing videos in the Game Spotlight section, as well as in the Games You Might Like and Suggested For You sections. But 9to5Google discovered that version 17.9.17 of the Google Play Store app now allows you to turn off these videos. The Play Store setting
is accessible by visiting settings &gt; general &gt; autoplay videos (see above), and allows you to automatically play videos over Wi-Fi or turn them off completely. The option to automatically play in the Play Store, it first emerged last month as part of a limited rollout. But it now seems that
Google has rolled out the option to all users. We're happy to see this toggle anyway, as auto-playing videos are traditionally data hogs of note. This setting is particularly important in regions where mobile data and/or fixed data are expensive. This setting joins Google Chrome's own

automatic toggle on desktop and Android, so you can block the tedious practice on the web. Tagged: GoogleGoogle Play Store Justin Duino Does anyone like autoplaying videos? I know I don't. Google recently added autoplaying videos to the Play Store on Android. As with Netflix and
YouTube, they can now be easily disabled from the app's Settings menu. This is how. Start with the play store on your Android device. If you don't have a shortcut for the store on one of your home screens, swipe up to open the app tray, and then tap the icon. Then select the hamburger
icon in the upper-left corner to open the overflow menu. Scroll halfway through the list and tap the Settings option. Under the General subheading, select the entry Auto Play videos. Now, you choose from three options: auto-play videos at any time, auto-play videos over Wi-Fi only, and no
auto-play videos. Choose the third option if you don't want the Google Play Store to play videos automatically when you open an app or movie listing. After you make your selection, tap the Done button to save the changes and be taken back to the Settings menu. RELATED: How to turn off
YouTube's annoying auto-play thumbnails on Google's Android Play Store is a home for millions of apps that make our phones useful in so many ways. And while Google is doing its best to ensure that there are no malicious apps on its app market, some inevitably slip through. Fortunately,
Google isn't the only company looking for naughty apps. Cybersecurity firm Evina is also searching and testing apps for malware that could be lurking inside and recently posted a list of 25 apps that were stealing users' Facebook credentials. The apps have since been removed from
Google's Play Store, but if you happen to have one on your device, it's time to remove them. SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! Our best gaming phones list for 2020 is your essential guide to the top handsets for gaming on the go, pulled together by the T3 experts (and believe us, we
want to spend a lot of time gaming on our phones, so we know what we're talking about). While PCs and next-gen consoles might get the most attention when it comes to gaming, gaming phones are getting better – you might be surprised at the detailed graphics and complex gameplay
you're now getting on Android devices and iPhones. The internal components are getting faster, the screens are getting bigger, and there are now several special gaming phones on the market. The best gaming phones combine guts with streamlined software to provide amazingly
immersive experiences. It's a combination of qualities we absolutely love here on T3, and if you splash out on a gaming phone then you have a one device for all the other tasks a phone needs to do, too. If you're serious about your mobile gaming, read on for the best phone picks for 2020:
we've selected a carefully curated variety of phones specifically aimed at gamers and power users, giving you an excellent starting point for finding the best gaming phone you buy. These are the best gaming phonesThe best gaming phone gets even betterRazer certainly knows what it
does when it comes to gaming, and it's followed by the impressive Razer Phone with the even more impressive Razer Phone 2. The screen is brighter, the speakers are louder and there is more power under the hood to push those framerates on the most demanding games the Android
platform has to offer. With a resolution of 1,440 x 2,560 pixels, the 5.7-inch screen is super-sharp at 513 pixels per inch - and with a refresh rate of 120Hz, you can't miss out on the action. Plus, an improved cooling system in the chassis means the Snapdragon 845 processor and 8GB of
RAM can really get to work without overheating becoming a problem on the phone. Maybe the improved IP67 water resistance and dual-lens 12MP + 12MP rear-facing camera won't care as much for gamers, but they mean the Razer Phone 2 is also going to do an excellent job when it
comes to a normal smartphone as well. Built for gamers, by the gaming experts, this is the best gaming phone full stop for most users out there. (Image credit: Asus) The best gaming phone for crazy specsEr is no doubt that the Asus ROG laptops are some of the best in the business for
gamers, and the similar brand smartphones do the company as well. The third version of the Republic of Gamers handset brings with it a number of improvements, including 5G and a better camera, while also keeping everything we liked about the previous model. This phone is absolutely
stacked with power – not only does it come with the very best CPU for Android phones for 2020, you also get equipped with a whopping 16GB of RAM, which is a crazy amount. You could probably run three games side by side on this without noticing any kind of delay. There's also much
more to love, including customizable buttons on the side of the Asus ROG Phone 3 and a special gaming mode in the software to ensure you always get maximum performance. The 6.59-inch screen is also a real highlight, with a refresh rate of 144Hz to ensure that the action on the screen
always looks super flowing. (Image credit: Xiaomi) One of the best gaming phones being even betterThe latest handset in Xiaomi's Black Shark gaming line is just as impressive as the first two: it's full of power and functionality, as well as a host of appeal to people who want a superior
portable gaming experience. It's hard to pick a flaw in everything the Black Shark 3 offers from a gaming perspective there's the Pro version even if you need a bigger screen). It's not a budget phone, but at a starting price of just over £500 in the UK, this is very affordable considering what
you get for your money - including a top-end Snapdragon 865 processor and an advanced cooling system. The 4720 mAh battery also gives you plenty of time between charging, even if it involves extensive gaming sessions. With a generous 6.67-inch display and plenty of RAM, as well as
some eye-catching ergonomics, this is undoubtedly one of the best gaming phones at the moment. We also love the official accessories on offer, including the clip-on charger that lets you keep playing while you're making the handset, and the separate gamepad that makes it easier to
control games without touching the screen. (Image credit: Apple) The best gaming phone for Apple fansWith its added versatility and more in way of customization options, most of the gaming phone attention tends to go to Android, but doesn't discount iOS completely – with lightning-fast
processors, powerful graphics performance and sleek hardware/software integration, iPhones are also excellent choices when it comes to picking up a mobile gaming handset. Which brings us to the iPhone 12, arguably the best gaming iPhone of the bunch right now. It has a generous 6.1inch display, like the iPhone 12 Pro - but since the Pro upgrades are usually in the camera department, you don't really have to pay extra if you focus on gaming. Of course, the super-powerful A14 Bionic processor also makes it ideal for gaming. From battery life to build quality, there are
plenty of reasons to consider the iPhone 12 if you want the best gaming phone that can buy money. It's hard to beat in terms of raw power, you have a huge choice of games to choose from on iOS (including the Apple Arcade subscription service), and it's going to work seamlessly with
other bits of Apple kit you happen to have set up in-house. (Image credit: OnePlus) A powerful 5G handset that's especially good for gamersIt's not specifically marketed as a gaming phone, but let's count the ways the OnePlus 8 Pro is one of the best gaming phones of the moment anyway:
that giant, 6.78-inch screen, for example, with its curved notch edges and very small punch hole. Turn it sideways and it's perfect for gaming, with virtually no bezels to distract from the gaming action. Then there's all the power and performance this phone is capable of, with the latest
Snapdragon 865 CPU running inside and 12GB of RAM to make sure your mobile games are absolutely flying along. So fantastic visuals, fantastic performance, and fantastic audio too, thanks to some very capable stereo The OnePlus 8 Pro also stands out for the refresh rate of the 120 Hz
display (for tracking your favorite first-person shooters), as well as an improved gaming mode to keep the quality and to improve haptic feedback. The Gaming Mode can also block calls and notifications while playing, and it's part of a general OxygenOS software experience that continues
to impress. Subscribe to T3's print magazine today and save 50%! Can't go to the shops but don't want to miss out on the latest issue of the UK's best-selling gadget magazine? When you subscribe today, you'll get it for half the price - meaning you'll get every issue of T3 magazine
delivered directly to your door for just £2.50 a problem! View Deal (Image credit: Samsung) One of the best gaming phones out there full stopOf the three Galaxy S20 phones launched by Samsung, it may well be the S20 Plus that hits the sweet spot as far as gaming goes - although you
choose to pay less for the standard S20 or more for the S20 Ultra, and you won't be disappointed with your choice there either. If you want to know more about the three handsets and the differences between them, check out our comprehensive guide. The Galaxy S20 Plus brings a supersharp 6.67-inch screen that looks great, and very little in the way of bezels (that little punch hole notch in the front display shouldn't distract too much from your games either). The refresh rate of the screen can also be up to 120Hz, which is a bonus for gaming. Then there are the
components under the hood, which you'll struggle to get better with one of the phones launching in 2020: an Exynos 990 or Snapdragon 865 processor (depending on where in the world you live), 8GB of RAM and 128GB of storage (which can be extended via a memory card). In terms of
the best gaming phones out there, this is a very strong contender. (Image credit: Sony) The best gaming phone for an ultra-wide screen If you're looking for the best gaming phone of 2020, there's a lot to be found on the Sony Xperia 1 II: not least that 21:9 aspect ratio, a 6.5-inch 4K
resolution screen, which means games look lively and sharp, whether you like space racers or cerebral puzzlers. Sony has packed all sorts of technology into this phone, including HDR screen support and Dolby Atmos audio, so your gaming (and movie watching) is guaranteed to be as
immersive as possible. That Snapdragon 865 processor and up to 12GB of RAM keep games ticking nicely too, and new this year is the introduction of 5G on the phone. Away from gaming, that triple-lens rear camera is able to take some impressive shots while you're out and about, and it
comes with Android 10 on board as well – clean and largely free of bloatware so you get on with your gaming. Definitely worth investigating for your next gaming phone. (Image credit: Samsung) A professional phone that hits hard in every other department, also Samsung's Galaxy Note 20
is just not messing around, what with its screamingly fast internal components and that huge huge OLED screen - every game you charge on this phone is going to look and run without even a hint of delay. With 256GB of storage too, you have a lot of games installed before you run out of
space. The integrated S Pen stylus is of course the main selling point for the Note series, and it can come in handy in a whole variety of games, as well as for all the other tasks you use for (as a remote for the rear camera, for example). Although this is an expensive handset, we think it
justifies the cost. This gives you more than enough power and space to handle every game you want to throw on the Galaxy Note 20, and thanks to the high capacity 4,300 mAh battery you need a lot of gaming done between costs as well. Recommended if you want a top-tier gaming
experience. (Image credit: Nubia) The best gaming phone for stylish gaming on the goThe Nubia Red Magic 5G from Chinese outfit ZTE ticks many of the boxes you want ticked when shopping for the best gaming phones: it has a big, bright screen, it has a high capacity battery, and it has
special hardware buttons on the side that mean you don't have to spend so much time tapping the screen and obscuring your view of the action. We should also talk about the appearance of the phone, as this is one of the best gaming phones we have seen in terms of overall aesthetics.
The styling is bold and brash, with Eclipse Black and Hot Rod Saving your color choices. People will notice if you take this phone out of your pocket. Under the hood, we have Qualcomm's ultra-fast Snapdragon 865 processor, which means even the most demanding games will run smoothly
- with the images helped by the 144Hz refresh rate display. Although it falls short in some areas (such as the camera), in terms of gaming this is a compelling device. Device.
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